Ubuntu 20.04 vs 22.04: What Has Changed Between the Two LTS Releases?
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Ubuntu 20.04 was an impressive release with a list of exciting features.

Even with GNOME 3.36 on board, we had a fair share of visual upgrades. Now, Ubuntu 22.04 LTS comes packed with GNOME 42. So, naturally, there should be a variety of visual refinements.

Not just limited to the look and feel, Ubuntu 22.04 LTS has numerous interesting features to offer as well.

Here, I try to compare the feature offerings between the two to help you decide if you should upgrade.

Fake 'news':

- Ubuntu Budgie 22.04 LTS Released [Ed: Well, "itsubuntu" is becoming a nasty, malicious, fake news site. NO, it's NOT released yet.]

- Ubuntu Studio 22.04 LTS Released Date And Features [Ed: Faking it again]

- Ubuntu MATE 22.04 LTS Released [ Ed: And again]